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ABSTRACT
From the standard equations of motion, mathematical
models are developed and standardized for simulation in
analog or digital computers. A complete study is done of
simulation techniques as applied to the mathematical models
A new technique for simulation of very complex systems of
equations including nonlinearities is developed. The model
can be used in Control studies. Digital simulations of the
dynamics of the semisubmerged ship and a submarine in six
degrees of freedom are done. This latter with all the
nonlinearities and cross-coupling terms included.
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I. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In this section the equations of motion are developed.
Similar developments can be found in many books and the
following is just a summary of the work done by Martin A.
Abkowitz [Ref. 1] . In the last pages of this section, a
specific example is taken: The "Twin hulled semisubmerged
ship" and its transfer function is obtained.
A. DERIVATION
Six degrees of freedom: translation along three
orthogonal axes and rotation about each one
:
G
Figure 1-1 Coordinate system fixed in vehicle
Newton's law of motion:
F~ = Force on Body = — (momentum)
dt
r>M = Moment acting on a body = _ (Angular Momentum)
dt
F - — (mUG ) where UG is velocity of center ofdt gravity
ft = i_ (i£)
dt G




uG - u + a x rg
U = U + fi e X Rb
-^>
where UQ is the velocity of the origin
-»•
.
U is geographical velocity of the body
"
e is angular velocity of earth
R^ is radius vector from center of earth to center
of vehicle.
UQ = U + ^^^b + ^x^G








(U + ^x^G ) + m^exU + n^gX^)= m d
The term mo^U (Coriolis force) , and mtj gxt^ gx R^
(centripetal acceleration due to rotation of the earth)
,




F = m SL (U + n x Rr ) (1-1)dt G













Figure 1-2 Rotation in Pitch
where di = -kdi
dj =
dk = id6











2i = i . o + j 2* - k |i






: de : d*
_,_ ;i — - i —- + k
dt dt
ft = ip + jq + kr
di
dt














U = iu + jv + kw
RG = ixG + jyG + kzG
Using the above results, Eq. (1-1) becomes:
F = m g^- (U + fi x RG )
* ->
m (
a§ + §t x rg >
d5
= idu +u fi +j |j + v|i + k& + „ di^*- eft dt dt dt atdt ST
= iu + u(jr - kq) + jv + v(-ir + kp) + kw + w(iq - jp)
ft x RG =
i j k
p q r
*G VG Z G
= i(q zG- rYG ) + ^ rxG~ zG^ + k (pyG-qxG )
• •
dt
(i (qzG-ryG )) = i(z Gq-yG r) + j (z Gqr-yGr
z
) + k (yGqr-zGqO
dt
(j (rxG -pz G )) = j (xrr-z Gp) + k(xGrp-z Gp ) + i (z Grp-xGr )
d_ (k (pvG-qxG ))
dt
k(yGp-x Gq) + i(yGpq-XGq 2 ) + j (x Gpq-yGp 2 )
the last two equations were derived from the first following
the "right screw" system x-^y^-z->x, p-*q->r->-p. Now taking
only the components of i, adding and equating to X and
similarly for j and k:
X = m(u - vr + wq + z Gq - y Gr + rpz G - r zx G + pqyG - q xG )
X = m(u + wq - vr - x G (r 2+q 2 ) + yG (pq-r) + z G (rp+q))
14

Y = m(v + ur - wp - y G (p 2+r 2 ) + z G (qr-p) + x G (pq+r))
Z = m(w + vp - uq - z G (q 2+p 2 ) + x (rp-q) + y G (qr+p))
(1-2)
Using: MG = SL. (Ang. Moment)
dt
the moment M at the origin can be expressed as the moment
at G plus a moment due to the force F at a radius distance
V
Figure 1-3 Moment Relations
M = MG + RQ x F
(Ang. Moment) = i IxGP + j lyG^ + k !zGr
the G indicates an origin at the center of gravity
2 2
Ix = IxG + m (y G + Z G *
X
y












Solving for IxG , I g and I zG/ replacing
(Ang. Moment) G
2^._2
(z r. +xa )q + k(x,
2... 2
-m(i(y G
,£ +aG ^)p + j( G ^ G " G*+y G )r)
+ i I
MG = M - RG X F









After computations and using the results for derivatives
of unit vectors:
K = Ixp + (I -Iy
)qr + m[yG (w+pv-qu) - zQ (v+ru-pw)
]
M = I q + (Ix-I z )rp + m[zG (u+qw-rv) - xG (w+pv-qu)] (1-3)
N = I
z
r + (I -I
x














)rp, (I -I )qp are gyroscopic effects.
The relationship for forces and moments can be expressed:
Forces 1 = f [Properties of body, properties of motion,
Moments J properties of fluid],
and for a particular ship, in a given fluid, no excitation
forces:
-*- = f (properties of motion)
M J
= f (x ,y ,z ,<) / e / ^ / u,v,w,p,q,r,u,v,v7,p,q,r,6 / 6 ' ,5")
The evaluation of this equation is not easy, thus it is
necessary to reduce it into a form that permits its evalua-
tion. This is done by a Taylor expansion, e.g.:
ff(x) = f(xn ) + (x - xn )
df(xo } + (x-xg)
2 d2f( Xo )
° ° dx 2! dx 2
n dn ~" —Defining: D
x




f(x) = f (xQ ) + AxDxf(xQ ) +
(AX
^
} f (x ) + < AxD*> f (xo) +
^ • 3 !
AxDy —This is the expression of e *f (x )
and if, for instance there are three variables:
_, . r (AxDx+AyDy+AzDz) n _ ,— - - ,f(x,y,z) = [e x 'jf (x ,y ,zo )
which is expanded:
f(x,y,z) = f(x ,y ,z ) + (AxDx+AyDy+AzDz) f (x ,y , zQ )
(AxDx+AyDy+AzDz) ,- - - .
+ — nx ,y ,z ) . .
z .
For the case of f (properties of motion) it is linearized
and all 2nd and higher order terms are neglected. This
amounts to say, that Ax, Ay, Az, ... etc., are small and
restricts the variation around an initial equilibrium
condition.
Taking the component of the force along the y axis as
an example:
X = f (xQ ,y , zQ , $ , e , . . . , v, . . . , 6")
the linear terms are obtained:
X - f,...,
o














Aw = (o3 - a) ) = w All initial conditions
zero except uQ
A u = (u-u) = au
o
In similar fashion X,Z (Force components along x and
z axis) can be derived and the Force equations become:







+ Vo ••• V + •• Vu •• (1 - 4>
Z = Z + Zv „>u + Z v„ ... ZJ + .. Z Au ..o*o zvJo ••• z e eo * u y J o u u
A similar derivation can be done for K,M,N (Moment components)
.
It is now necessary to equate Eqs. (1-2) and "(1-4),
but Eq. (1-2) must be linearized first. The equations can
be further simplified assuming the center of gravity at
XG=0 ' ^G=0 ' Z G=0 *
The process of linearization is shown next for the
case of the Y force and motion without rolling or pitch.
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Y = m (v + ur - wp + x (pq+r)
)
Y = m(v + ur + x r)
v + ru + j^r = (vQ+Av) + (rQ+Ar) (uQ+Au) + x£(r +Ar)
= Av + AruQ + ArAu + xqAt
Letting
vQ = rQ = rQ = 0, Av = v, Ar = r, Ar = r
ArAu is dropped (non linear)
Y = m(v + ruQ + x Gr)
Now from the function equation Eq. (1-4) and also for the




-bc G r) (1-5)
Similar considerations can be applied to the other components.
B . EXAMPLE
As a specific example, the "Twin Hulled Semisubmerged
ship" [Ref. 4] is considered next.
A summary of the coordinate system and equations of
motions is reproduced from Ref. 4:
1. The ship fixed axes have their origin at the center of
mass.
2. Force and moment equations are written in the . ship
fixed axis system.
3. The ship is assumed to be running at a constant velocity
U=u and all other motion variables (velocities, angular
19

rates, attitude angles) are assumed small except the
heading angle ty .
4. The equations of motion are written in a nondimensional
form based on Froude number scaling, the nondimensional
variables being designated by a " .
5. The small perturbation assumption allows the equations
of motion to be linearized and the equations to be
separated into two groups: the lateral-directional
(roll-yaw-sway) equations and the longitudinal (pitch-
heave) equations.
In order to obtain the equations in a non dimensional
form some definitions will be given, and applied to the
Y force equation Eq. (1-5) as an example of the process.
Froude number = -—- a = characteristic length




















The equation for the side force Y is written now allowing
variation in rolling (known to be small) and rudder deflec-
tion (5 ) . Also x =0 for C G as origin of system.r Lj
• • • •
m(v+ru) = (Yvv+Y p+Yrr+Y 6 « r ) + (Y^v+Y-p+Y- r) (1-6)
Note that Yj,^ does not appear in the present equation
because the orientation does not affect the lateral
dynamics
.
Note also' that this is the same equation that was derived
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Replacing in the left side of Eq. (1-6)
m
. a a
(v + ru) = m(gv + i£LL r fgl U)
For the right side of Eq. (1-6) the following expressions
are obtained:
Y„v = ^p£ 2U 2CY ^vTV
Yvv = pg£
3Y^v
Y^r = J2 P U 2 Jl 2C„-r
YDP = *5 P U
2
Jl




Y*r = pg£ 3Y£r
m P £'
After replacing and adding the effect of waves (Y ) , Eq.
(1-6) becomes:
A A A — A A A /V^A/yAA/^AA
v + rU = J2U 2 (Cy ~v+CY ^p+CY ~r+CY5 «r) + (Y:p+Y^v+Y^r+Yw ) (1-7)V p JO j.. tr
Values for the coefficients can be obtained from the
report. [Ref. 4], The other equations for rolling Moment,
23

Yawing Moment (which with the side force are the lateral
Directional Dynamics) and for Longitudinal Dynamics:
Vertical force, pitching moment are derived in a similar
way to the equation just derived here.
Now it is interesting to derive the transfer function
from the above equations.
The procedure is illustrated considering the longitudinal
dynamics:
vertical force:





= ^ 2 (Cm;w+Cmqq+Cm6e 5e+Cm6c 6 C )-ZMp +AwLXwL2 -fM^ w
+M§ q +M^
using 9 = q and w = i +U8:
2[-Awl+^ 2c z;ws+(z^ -i)s
2
] + e [AwxwL+Jiu
3c
zi
+ (^ 2C zq+Gz^ )S+Zq S
2





] + 9 [-ZMP+^U 3Cmw









] + e[L4+L 5S+L fi S
2
] = I
z[L 7+LgS+L g S
2 l + e[L 10+L S+L12 S
2 ] = I,
I
1
L 4+L 5S+L 6 S'
Li a+Lt t S+L, ~S10 -riJll D-riJl21
L 1+L 2 S+L 3 S
2 L
4













-L 5 )S + (L 1Q -L 4 ))
finally after solving for A and rearranging:
C 3 S + C 2 S + c l
S 4 + C4S 3 + C 5 S2 + C 6 S + C ?
(1-9)
The values of C^, C 2 , C3, C. r Cr, Cr, C-, can be obtained




A. DEVELOPMENT AND STANDARDIZATION
Having an equation of the form:
(a Sn + BSn_1 + yS
n 2
c )a = I (2-la)












+ ••• Ca) +












Figure 2-1 Block diagram Eq . (2-lb)
All the inputs to node A are divided by a so the above

























Figure 2-2 Block diagram Eq. (2-lb)












whose block diagram is simply:
Figure 2-3 Block diagram Eq. (2-2)
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Equation (2-2) is of the form:
a(l + ,n ))
=
«Sn
or i(l + G(S)) = KS)
(2-3)
For a set of equations:
f(l + GaA ) +
GbA 1 (*




J Kb T n
(2-4)
Solving for a in the first row and for
b in the second:
= Ka In - GaAa
- GbAb
b = KbIn - GbBb
- GaBa
The block diagram for Eq . (2-5a)
(2-5a)
Figure 2-4a Block diagram Eq. (2-5a)
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It can be noted from Eq. 2-4 the relation of the terms
in the main diagonal, above and below the diagonal with
respect to the block diagram. Then for a system of n
equations any of the rows can be written:
b = K„I„ - Gucb - G-,r>a - G_r>c . . . Gr^n







Figure 2-4b Block diagram Eq. (2-5b)
This agrees with the equations in the report No. 20 by
Dr. G. J. Thaler [Ref. 10].


























+GnN J .nj KL nJ
h + —^
(2-5c)
In which G's and K's are functions of S and a, b, ..., n
are the variables of interest and in a physical system they
can represent: velocity, position, etc. I's are forcing





















shown in the dashed portion of Fig. 2-4a, the terms above
the diagonal are feedback terras, and below the diagonal
are forward terms as indicated by the subscripts. Figure
2-5 shows the diagram of a set of n equations.
Normally the terms in the matrix are not found in the
form shown but instead are given in a polynomial form,
e.g. :
(Y aA+6 aAS+aaAS
2 )a + (YbA+3bAS+abAs
2
) b = I
±
+ I 2
(YaB+6 aBS+aaBs2)a + (YbB+6bBS+abBs2) b = *1 + J 2
(2-6a)
But this set of equations can be converted into the
desired form:
, , .
Y aA+ 6aAS . . ^bA+ gbAS+ abAS
__ , K
I l+I 2
( 1 + )a + ( -~ -)b = ~2 (2-6b)
c aAS ^aAb «aAb
(
r aB+B aBS+% BS
2
)a + (1 + W gbBS )b _ Il«2
a, DS a q 2 a, q2bB bBb bB b
From the previous results the block diagram is drawn very
simply as shown in Figure 2-6. Note that all inputs and
2feedbacks to any summer I are divided by a.^S .
A general representation of any summer-node is given
in Figure 2-7. This is due to the fact that all the inputs
to a summer (the row of the matrix), were divided by a^jS^,






















Figure 2-7 Summer-Node Representation
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diagonal, in order to convert the equations into the
desired forms (see Egs. (2-6a) and (2-6b) ) . Accordingly










Figure 2-8 Summer-Node Representation (2)
This, then implies that the block diagram can be obtained
directly from the set of equations in the form of Fq. (2-6a)
and for that the rules are as follows:






1. Draw a set of summers and nodes depending on the number
of equations (or variables)
A a B b N n
2. In each row, place the polynomial containing the highest
order in S, in the diagonal.
3. Terms in the diagonal of the matrix are shown in
Figure 2-9. Note that the block in the forward path
is the inverse of the coefficient of the highest order
term of the polynomial in the main diagonal correspond-













Figure 2-9 Block, Terms in Diagonal
4. Terms above diagonal (Feedback terms)
I
r> i k nA)
lfkl + . (bklS^'^klS"
S n
ynI + e.nIS p -'' + cCnIS p
S n
Figure 2-10 Block, Terms above Diagonal
5. Terms below diagonal (Forward terms)




- 1 (jis' > )
S n
Figure 2-11 Block, Terms below Diagonal
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Note: The subscripts indicate the direction of the path,
e.g., Y aI a-*I .
Application to a system of three equations and 2nd
order polynomials:
(aaAs2+SaAs+YaA)a + (^S^bAS-h^b + (a^S^a^S-fy^c = I]. + I2
(aaBS
2
+BaBS+yaB) a + (abBS
2
+BbBS+YbB)b + (acBs2+BcBS+W c = Z2 (2_7)
(aaCS
2
+BaCS+YaC)a + (abcS^Bj^S+Y^Jb + (a^S^B^S+y^Jc = I±
The block diagram is shown in Fig. 2-12. The dotted lines
will be discussed later. This block diagram is suitable
for simulation in analog computer since all the components
are integrators or potentiometers, no derivatives appear.
The best application for simulation is using a digital
computer with CSMP (Continuous System Modeling Program)
,
although some restrictions will be given in Section III.
B. NON LINEAR EQUATIONS
Application to a nonlinear equation:
aaAS
2 a + abASb = I - <;ab
(2-8)
«aB a + abBSb = aa
Note that the inputs are function of the variables a and b,
and the left side has the variables in linear form.
Following the rules the block diagram is shown in Fig. 2-13.





















in a digital computer. An example of a simulation using







x + (-y + <*£) = -y3 - yx 2
dt
(2-9)
The computer plottings of x vs. y are shown in Fig. 2-15
for two different initial conditions, and the block
diagram is Fig. 2-14.
The results of Fig. 2-15 are of course the expected
solution since transforming Eq. (2-9) into polar
coordinates:
££ = -r(r 2 -l)
, ££ = -1
dt dt
dr .It is clear that when r>l, — is negative and when
dt y
dr
r<l, — is positive; this indicates that the forces acting
dt
on the system are such that r will decrease when r>l, and
dr . .increase r when r<l. As soon as r=l, -r-r- = and a limitdt
cycle (stable) is reached; this situation is described by
the equation r=l, 6 = 6 +t and can last indefinitely.
C. EXTENSIONS
Sometimes the derivatives of the variables must be
available which must be done without the use of dif-
























































































-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0 1.5
X AXIS (units)
Figure 2-15 Computer solution of Eq. (2-9)
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The procedure is best illustrated with an example
Given:
aaA S
2 a + (abAS
2 + 6 bA )b = I
a aBSa + abBS
zb =
(2-10)
These equations can be written:
a 3 7\Sa + aKa b = I - B^ablaA' lbA bA<
ciaR a + awob =aB bB J
(2-11)

















Figure 2-16a Block diagram Eq. (2-11)

















aAabBs3 - a aB abAs2 - a aB BbA
Same result is obtained solving Eq . (2-10) by Cramer's
Rule.
In summary, if some derivatives are wanted, it is
possible to rearrange the equations with new parameters,
which are the highest derivatives and the remaining lower
derivatives and the unknown itself are considered as inputs.
In doing this, it is necessary to remember that the highest
order polynomial must be in the diagonal (always) , other-
wise the use of differentiators cannot be avoided. This
implies that all the rows of the matrix have to be checked
in order to fulfill the requirement, e.g.:
Given:
<YaA + &ahs + aaAS
2 )a + (
y
bA + 6daS + abAS 2 )b = I x
<YaB + PaBS + aaB s2 > a + ( a)3gS)b =
(2-12)
The block diagram from Eq. (2-12):
Figure 2-17 Block diagram Eq . (2-12)
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It is seen that the block between a and B has a differen-
tiator (the highest order polynomial in the second rov; was
not in the main diagonal)
.
An interchange between the rows or the columns would
give the desired configuration to fulfill the requirement.
From Eq. (2-12) as it is, derivatives cannot be obtained
without the use of differentiators:
(f5 aA + <* aAS)a + ( ^bA + ^bAS + abAS )b = Z l " a^aA
(2-13)
(3 aB + «aB s^ + ( Q bBS)b = ~^aBa
Now the first row is not in the form desired. Then the
first thing to do, is to start with the matrix having the
highest order polynomial in the main diagonal.
D. CONCLUSIONS
The method derived here seems to be a powerful tool to
handle systems containing nonlinearities , because it is
possible to start with a linearized form of the equations
and then add the nonlinearities as inputs to the correspon-
ding nodes. Another advantage is that the coefficients of
"S" appear separately in the block diagram which permits
easy manipulation of them during the simulation; because
usually (with other methods) they appear in product terms
and trying to change any one of them in a complicated
problem can be rather cumbersome, say in an analog simula-
tion. This as was said, is overcome with the present block
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diagram method, giving the ability of changing any one of
them to see the effect in the overall response without
having to change anything else. Some difficulties and




The main purpose of this section is to demonstrate some
of the facts which can affect simulation, because factors
other than algebraic manipulations of the equations must be
considered for a valid and correct simulation. It is
desired to have correct simulations not only for digital
computers but also for analog computers. Three basic





It is assumed that the system for which the simulation
is required is known in this respect. This of course can
be checked with the tools given by basic control theory,
e.g., Routh, Nyquist, Bode. Needless to say that an un-
stable system will give unstable solutions regardless of
programming skill and the only way to obtain a stable solu-
tion is by altering the characteristic equation. This is
a topic related with compensation and is not considered
here. When working with simultaneous equations, the number
of active elements can affect the stability of the simula-
tion. Following the treatment given in Ref. 9, an example




x + ax (3-1)
bx = y - f where f is the forcing (3-2)
function
Instead of substituting Eq. (3-2) in Eq. (3-1) and then
simulating the resultant equation, both equations will be
treated separately:
x = y - ax
y = f + bx
An analog representation would be:
©-» <&
Figure 3-la Analog diagram Eqs. (3-1) and (3-2)
There are an even number of amplifiers in the configuration
of Fig. 3-la. Substituting Eq . (3-2) into Eq. (3-1):
x = f + bx - ax or:
x = (b-a)x + f
The root of the characteristic equation is S = (b-a)




if b<a let (b-a) = -c
x = -ex + f
Figure 3-lb Stable case
Obviously the system is stable and only one amplifier is
required.
If b>a let (b-a) = c
and x = ex + f
an inverter is required:
<£>
Figure 3-lc Unstable case
then two amplifiers are needed for the unstable case.
B. REDUNDANT INTEGRATORS
In dealing specially with analog simulation, a system
which is stable can generate erroneous or unstable solutions
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if the number of integrators used exceeds the degree of the
characteristic equation. This ideally should not occur but
in practice the fact that the integrators are not exact can
create undesired roots which effectively change the charac-
teristic equation. Such consideration is not quite rigidly
applicable to digital simulation, but must be kept in mind.
It must be said at this stage that in the development
in previous sections there appears to be an excess in the
number of integrators used. This is not quite so, because
the diagrams show only an algebraic result. Taking for
instance Fig. 2-14 which is reproduced here in Fig. 3-2:
Figure 3-2 Block diagram Eq. (2-9)
A realistic interpretation of this diagram is shown in
Figure 3-3a. It must be noted that the order of the charac-
teristic equation is 2; in the diagram of Fig. 3-2 there
appear to be 4 integrators in the loop, but looking at
Fig. 3-3a it is shown there are only 2, as should be to
correspond to the characteristic equation. The integrators















Figure 3-3a Block Transformation of Fig. 3-2
C. ALGEBRAIC LOOPS
The topic of algebraic loops or implicit loops is
perhaps the more interesting and also the most difficult
to visualize. By definition an implicit loop is one in
which there are no integrators or other storage elements.
Figure 2-12 shows the loops indicated by dotted lines.
The problem mainly arises when working with a set of
simultaneous equations in which the order of the highest
derivative of all the variables in each particular equation
is the same, see Eq. (2-7). The problem can be visualized
solving for the highest order derivative of one of the
variables in each equation which must be fed directly to
form the highest order derivative of the other equations
in the simulation.
As will be seen, this problem can seriously limit the
correctness of the simulation. It is necessary to break
such loops in some fashion. As indicated in Ref. 6 this
could be done by manipulating the equations to eliminate the
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highest order derivative from one of the equations. This is
done very nicely for the case of two equations but does not
seem to be very attractive when there are three or six
equations as is the case of the system of equations des-
cribing the dynamics of a ship.
In order to get a better insight into the problem, a
simple constant multiplier is considered (as in Ref. 9):
ea
-©- eb
Figure 3-3b Constant Multiplier
It is seen that eb = -Kea but since the computing
components are not perfect, suppose that the actual operation
is
:
T% + eb = "Kea







Figure 3-3c Two Multipliers in a loop
xe 2 + e 2





or xe3 + 63 -Ke 2 (3-4)
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Substituting Eq. (3-4) into Eq . (3-3)
:
-T























(t 2 S 2 + 2tS + (1 - K 2 ))e 3 =
Applying Routh to this characteristic equation:
S 2 t 2 (1 - K 2 )
S 1 2x
S° (1 - K 2 )
then the loop is stable if K 2 <1. This is a very important
result by itself, because it predicts that satisfactory
results will be obtained if the total gain around the loop
is less than 1. When this is not satisfied the loop is
unstable
.
One important comment should be made here: the implicit
loop and its instability are not a result of instability of
the system itself. It is just a result of the way in which




For reference purposes a list of the maximum loop gain
and the number of elements is reproduced from Ref. 9 as
Table I.
TABLE I
Maximum Loop Gain and Number of Elements
Number of Nonintegrator








In digital simulation the presence of algebraic loops
is detected when using CSMP or DSL by the sorting algorithm
and will alert the user of its presence. CSMP suspends the
simulation; DSL which is more sophisticated will try to
solve the problem. It must be realized that in any event
the solution is not an exact one. When using CSMP one way
to get around the problem is to disable the sorting,
declaring NOSORT. There is, however, a one-step lag due to
the fact that some of the inputs are not known at the
beginning of the computation cycle. There are two other
options, one is declaring one of the blocks in the loop a
MEMORY block with zero storage requirements, and the other
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is by using an "Implicit" function. This latter is more
exact because the "Implicit" function performs a number of
iterations inside the loop and convergence is achieved.
Computer programs using MEMORY and IMPLICIT corresponding
to Fig. 3-4 are shown as Program 1 and Program 2 in the
Computer printout section. Very good results were obtained
for the case of two equations representing the longitudinal
dynamics of the S^ Semisubmerged ship Eq. (1-8) , which
simulation contained one implicit loop.
In trying to use the system of three equations which
has several implicit loops, the 3 options were used in
order to solve the problem. In all cases the implicit loop
was eliminated but computer instability (overflow) was
obtained. Checking the gains of the different implicit
loops they are by far greater than 1 . A program was run
with the same conditions except that the gains were greatly
reduced, then the overflow was eliminated.
This is a very remarkable result since it indicates
that in digital simulation as well as analog not only the
implicit loop must be destroyed if the sorting algorithm
is to work, but that it is necessary that the gain of the
loop is within the appropriate limits.
This does not mean that the theory developed in Section
II is incorrect, but it is certainly limited by the restric-
tions discussed in the present section. Section IV shows a















































IV. A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR MODELING
As has been shown in Section III, if the equations are
all of the same order, implicit loops will appear and no
matter what is done, the simulation developed in Section II
cannot be general. In dealing with the equations of motion
of ships, this situation arises and a new approach will be
taken.
First, suppose a system of equations:
<*aAs2 + 2aAS + YaA )Z + (abAS
2
+ 6 bAS + YbA ) 9 = Ifl
(«aBs2 + PaB S + YaB> Z + < abBs2 + ^bB S + YbB> 6 = If2
Solving for the highest order terms
a aAS
2 Z + abAS
2
e = I fl - (6aAS+ YaA )Z - (3bAS+YbA)6
(4-1)
a aBs2z + abBs2 S = If 2 " (3aBS+ YaB) z " (3bBS+YbB )6
Calling terms in the right side 1^ and I 2 Eq. (4-1) becomes:
«aAs2z + abAs2e = I :
aaB S 2 Z + abB S
2
9 = I 2
(4-2)









a aBs2 «bBS 2
I 2 aaA
~ I l aaB
( aaA abB ~ aaB abA) s2
I^OI^tvS^ - It a_,t>S
'2 a aA l u aB* (4-3)







I l«bBs2 ~ I 2 abAs2
AS'
Z =








cof (bB) = <







Then, 6 and Z can be written:




II cof(aA) + I 2 cof(aB)
AS'
(4-8)
: 1 = ;-(BaAS + y aA )Z - (BbAS + ybA )9 : + I fl
-(^ R s + YaR )z - (ehRs + YKp)e : + iaB bB° T T bB , f2
(4-9)
Equations (4-7) and (4-8) can be written
AZ = I-, cof(aA) + I 2 cof(aB)
AG = Ijl cof(bA) + 1 2 cof(bB)
(4-10)
From Eq. (4-10) :














Figure 4-1 Block diagram Eq. (4-10)
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All the derivatives and the functions themselves are
available and it is possible to obtain Ij_ and I2. The
subscript notation is preserved inside the dashed brackets
of Eq. (4-9) from which, following the same criteria as
before: terms above the diagonal are feedback terms, below
the diagonal are forward terms. The same considerations
apply to Eq . (4-10). The complete block diagram is shown
in Fig. 4-2.
Once I-, and Io are obtained the "linkage" of them with
the rest of the circuit are just the cofactors which is
done very nicely since the terms in the parenthesis indicate
where to locate the block.
The block diagram does not contain any implicit loop,
nor any differentiator. The present development can be
extended to any number of equations but A becomes more
complicated. For a system with three equations the block
diagram is very easy to draw since in this case:
A =
aaA abA a CA
«aE abB a CB
aaC abC acC
" aaAabBacC + "aBcbCacA + otaCccBabA
- UcAabBCaC + a CBabCCaA + a cca aBabA)
(4-11)
Then, the price to pay in order to avoid implicit loops is
A and the cofactors, but all are functions of the coeffi-
cients of the highest order term in the polynomials, for



























If there is any necessity of applying this method to










which is a case that before could not be solved without the
use of a differentiator or which could be rearranged to
obtain a new variable but an implicit loop would appear.
























Different ia t o r
Figure 4-3 Block diagram Eq. (4-12a)
Case II
:










Figure 4-4 Block diagram Eq. (4-12b)
Now, applying the method just derived
b = ^A 1 ?. " 0l aB I l a = abB I l " abA I 2
S (a_»aaAubB abAa aB S (a aAabB " abAaaB )
Aa
Ab
I la bB " z 2a bA
~ I
1
a aB + J 2a aA
(4-12c)





I 2 = f(b)















VeL/ > + i
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Figure 4-5 Block diagram Eq. (4-12c)
For the system of 3 equations:
^^s+^aAS+yaA^ a ^ ^]^s2+^hAS+yb^h+ ^cAs2+^cAS+yc^ c = Xfl
(aaBS2+3aBs+YaB)a + (abBS2+6bBs+YbB) b + (acBS2+6cPS+YcB)c = If2
(aaCS
2
+eaCS+TaC)a + (abcSS+BbcS+y^b + (a^+BccS+Yoc) = If3
Solving for highest order:
aaA abA acA
'
rs2a ^ r Ifl
aaB abB acB S2b = *f2






























cof(aA) + I 2 cof(aB) + I3 cof(aC)
S 2 A
(4-15)
Note: cof ( ) and A are obtained using only the coefficients
of the highest order terms.
Similarly:
b =
II cof(bA) + I 2 cof(bB) + I 3 cof(bC)
(4-16)
c =
I;L cof(cA) + 1 2 cof(cB) + I 3 cof(cC)
S 2 A
(4-17)
Using Eqs. (4-15), (4-16), and (4-17), the block diagram
is drawn in Fig. 4-6 and the corresponding computer simula-




































section, for a specific example: The Lateral Dynamics of
the S 3 semisubmerged ship, whose equations can be found in
Section V.
As was said before, the complexity increases as the
number of equations increases. For the case of a ship in
six degrees of freeedom (six equations) , the above results
can be extended but a block diagram is very complicated and
it is easier just to extend the mathematics. This will be





In this section the results of Section IV (equation
(4-13) and Fig. 4-6) are extended to systems of six equa-
tions. The computer program 6 is developed and is shown in
the computer printout section.
A. DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPLETE PROGRAM
The value of A and of the different cofactors is
obtained by using the library subroutine DTERM which was
modified to meet the requirements of the program and added
as a FORTRAN subprogram to the main CSMP simulation.
The name of the subprogram is: FUNCTION VALUE (Y,I,M)
where Y is the array of the coefficients of the 2nd order
derivative, I and M will be explained later. In order to
transfer the array from the main program to the subprogram,
only the first component (AAA) is used. This procedure was
employed because it was noted that the locations of all the
components of the array are stored column wise in the common
block set up by the translator. When in the main program
the statement VALUE (AAA, I , M) is used, this is interpreted
by the subprogram as the array and AAA is the first compo-
nent. The array Y is then copied into another array X in
order to avoid the destruction of the original array in
subsequent use of the subprogram. As a consequence of what
has been explained, all of the coefficients of the second
derivative must be listed and in the proper order, as
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indicated in Section 2-A of the program. All the other
coefficients can be declared in the same section and they
do not require specific order. Similarly, nondefined
parameters are set to zero by the sort section.
It must be noted that in determining the value of A
and of the cofactors, the INITIAL-DYNAMIC OPTION of CSMP
is used. This is done in order to obtain all the values
before the simulation starts, because the length of the
operations involved can introduce undesirable delays which
are going to affect the simulation. Then, all the computa-
tions indicated between INITIAL and DYNAMIC are done before
simulation time = 0. This was possible because none of the
values of the coefficients are dependent of variables but
of real numbers determined by the hydrodynamic coefficients.
If a situation arises in which the coefficients are somehow
dependent of variables, the procedure indicated here should
be modified and an array must be declared in the main program,
in order to solve for A and the cofactors; but it must be
remembered that a delay due to computation may be introduced.
The values of the coefficients in the equations are functions
of the hydrodynamic coefficients or mass and inertia which
are constants for all practical purposes.
A six-by-six determinant is always solved in the sub-
program. As an example of the procedure used, taking the
three-by-three determinant given by Eq . (4-12) and obtaining
cof(aA) which is a two-by-two determinant. First, put "1"
in the position of (aA) and A and zeros in the rest of





B abB a cB
C abC a cC





= a aB a cA ~ a cB a aA = cof (bC) (5-2)








" a aA a cB " a cA a aB (5-3)
cof (bC) (-1) D Minor (bC) (5-4)
Now taking all the cofactors and multiplying them by
the corresponding I's, equations (4-15), (4-16), (4-17) are
obtained after dividing by A . As can be seen, the procedure
is nothing else than CRAMER'S RULE but I's are dependent of
the dynamics of the simulation.
As was said, in the subprogram a six-by-six determinant
is solved in every case, with the appropriate branching,
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A and the cofactors are obtained. In obtaining the co-
factors as was explained, a "1", and zeros are placed in
the corresponding row and column, this is the purpose of I
and M in the argument of VALUE, e.g. cof (bC) =VALUE (AAA, 3 , 2)
.
In the subprogram all the terms of the matrix X corresponding
to row 3 and column 2 are set = and X(3,2) = 1. For A,
1=0 and the determinant is taken with all its terms.
Some "write" statements are introduced in the subprogram
and the determinant array and the values are printed in the
output, for checking purposes.
In some cases, especially when only one mode of opera-
tion is desired, the whole program can be used by setting
first the a's of the nonuscd variables = 1 in section 2A.
The criteria here is that the value of a determinant is not
changed when 0's are placed in the row and column and a "1"





















a 4 a 5
1
a 7 a 8
1 X
a l a 2 a 3
1
014 a 5 a 6
1













+ (-D 5 + 1
«2 a-3
10



















a 2 a 3
ag a 9
(-D 3 + 2 a 7
a 2 a 3
a 5 a 6
(5-6)
Since Eqs. (5-5) and (5-6) are the same, it is possible
to pick the number of variables desired from the total of 6
(a, b, c, d, e, f) .
The two modes, longitudinal and lateral dynamics can be
studied separately by taking one dynamic, placing l's in
the nonused a's and then taking the other dynamics. It
turns out that the two modes (decoupled) can be studied in
the same program. This is a very strong statement and is
not readily apparent since the first question arises with
respect to a due to the fact that it is different for the
two modes. Starting with two simple systems of equations:
a^a + a 2 b = 1^






aye + qq6. = I4




a = b =











a 7 a 8
a 5 I3
o<7 I4
a 5 a 6
an ao
(5-10)
the two A's are different.
Now making a unique system of equations from Eqs. (5-7)
and (5-8)
:
c^a + a 2b +0 + = I
»3 a + a 4 b +0 + = I.
(5-11)
+ + C15C + a 6 d = I





the new A becomes:
a-, a^
a^ 014








a 5 a 6
a 7 a 8
om al 4
a 5 a 6
a 7 ag
a-ja3 2
a 5 a 6
a 7 a 8
(5-12)
The numerator of a
a 4 a 2
*2 a 4
= J l a 5
a
6 " 1 2






























Note that the numerator Eq. (5-13) and denominator Eq. (5-12)










Il a 4 - I 2 a 2
a, a. - a,oi« (5-14)
and Eq. (5-14) is the same expression as Eq . (5-9).
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As a conclusion it can be said that even though the
values of A are different for the case of each mode sepa-
rately and A obtained when considering the two sets of
equations, the same solutions are obtained in both cases.
This is a very good result because if the complete set of
equations of motion is given, but it is desired to study
the two modes, lateral and longitudinal dynamics separately,
just set the coupling terms = 0.
The advantage is that everything is in the same program
and the solutions are obtained with only one computer run.
B. EXAMPLE WITH THE TWIN HULLED SEMISUBMERGED SHIP (S 3 )
The use of the program will be explained next with an
example: the S 3 semisubmerged ship [Ref. 4] .
The equations of motion in nondimensional form are
rearranged to meet the forms specified in the program and
in Eq. (4-13) . Also these equations are linearized and the
following relations used:
<f>
= p , 6 = q, i}j = r,z = -u0 + w
The assumptions in Section II remain valid, and consequently
with the ship running at a constant (axial) velocity only




((Yv-l)v+ H_CYvv) + (Y^r+(H_CYr-U)r) + (Y*p+ ^YpP> =
2 2 ^ /L




(Hv+U_CLvv) + (L-r+U^Lr r) + ( (L--p x2)p+Ufc p-z *)J P 2 )p+L_xLpK „MR1
u u
Y<5r 2 L(Sa w
Yawing Moment:
•v+U_r wi + r/N.'r-D 2\*.u o t-\ + -/M-n+U
LL C„ Ar.6r - NT7no w
4> = / p dt px,y,z = ra<3ius of gyration
LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS




2(Cz^Dz +^€^-^2)+ (z-e +(Lr 2Q+z^j)^ + (H-Czw+AwL^e =
u 2
— < C z6c6c + C z5 e 6e) " Zw
Pitching Moment
• 2 .. 2 . ->




- T" «m5 c 6c + ^6e 6e > " Mw
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All coefficients and variables are nondimensional
.
Yw Lw Nw' ZW ^ are the effect of waves. Now letting
v = a f = b p = c z = e e = f
v = a r = b p = c z = e e = £
/v = a /r = b
<f>
= c z = e 8 = f
The next step is to identify the different coefficients
aaA
~ (Yv - 1)
a aB =r Lv





r r - t t
— t-Yr L
u 2KA1 - - |- Cy6r
etc
.
The computer program 4a, for the system of six equations
is shown in the computer printout section (actually only
five equations are used in this example, as explained).
The program was run for U = 1.0, canard deflection 6 C = 0.1
and rudder deflection 6 r = 0.1. The values for the hydro-
dynamic coefficients are obtained from Ref. 4 and introduced
into the program as parameters.
Plots were obtained for Yaw, roll, heave and pitch and
shown in Figures 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4. If the set of
^-In order to obtain this type of drawing, the Library
Subroutine DRAW was called by using Computer Program 7. In
Section 5 of Computer Program 4a, the statement PREPARE TIME,
VARIABLE was used instead of PRTPLOT VARIABLE and OUTDEL-0.2
was inserted in TIMER.
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equations had nonlinear terms they could be introduced as
NA, NB, NC ... in the corresponding equation.
Studies of the effect of waves and wind can also be
done. In similar form to the nonlinear terms they can be
introduced in the equations.
Yaw, roll, heave and pitch responses were also obtained
by first deriving the transfer function for each one as
explained in Section II. The values of the coefficients
of the polynomials in "S" were obtained by using FORMAC
[Ref. 8] and then, using DSL the transfer function was
simulated. For reference purposes the DSL program used in
the solution of roll is shown as computer program 4b. The
transfer function is:
Roll 4.2098S4 + 5.616S 3 4- 1.3335S2 + 0.12987S
6
r 50.1011S6 + 135.2824S5 + 97.2277S4 + 20.3955S
3 + 1.772S2
A comparison of the results obtained using the different
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10 20 30 40
TIME ( \fgA seconds)
50















10 20 30 40
TIME ( J~g7^ seconds)
50











10 20 30 40 50
TIME ( V"iA seconds)















TIME ( {~g/l seconds)
Figure 5-4 S 3 Pitch response, U=i.o, 6 C=0.1
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VI. THE SUBMARINE IN SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM
The equations of motion of a submarine in six degrees
of freedom are used in the simulation of program 5 (shown
in the computer printout section) . The equations are very
nonlinear and all these terms are introduced as shown in
the program.
The first step is the derivation of the mass and iner-
tias as a function of "I , the length of the submarine.
Usually this is not done since the mass and inertias are
given for a specific type and length of submarine. The
relations used as a function of a are for a specific type
of submarine but actually they are not radically different
for other types.
A. DERIVATION OF MASS AND INERTIAS
Buoyancy = 0.518 £ 3
mass = Buoyancy = (K518_ £ 3 = .259 *3
P 2
GM = 0.06 3 5 I
radius of gyration (roll) = 0.041 l
radius of gyration (pitch) = 0.228 £
radius of gyration (yaw) = 0.228 I





= (0.259) (0.041) 2^5 = 0.0004354 £ 5
Similarly,
Iy = 0.0134638 £
5





= 0.259 ( p - 2)
0.0004353 £ 5
Iv' = = 0.0004354
t £ 5





m', I„', Iy' , I„ * are used in the simulation.
Now it is necessary to derive the restoring moments
due to buoyancy. When the submarine is submerged the meta-
center (M) and the center of buoyancy (B) become coincident
and consequently GM = GB. In the standard terminology Z R
is the distance from the origin of the coordinate system to
the center of buoyancy. In this discussion the origin of
the coordinate system coincides with the center of gravity
and the center of mass. It must be remembered that the Z




since the center of buoyancy is above the center of gravity






RIGHTING MOMENT (roll) = B x Z B x sin <£ x cos 6
RIGHTING MOMENT (pitch) = B x Z B x sin 6
where <{> is roll and 9 is pitch. It must be observed that
these moments are just (B x Zg) times the corresponding
trigonometric function considering the three-dimensional
space in which the submarine is moving. After replacing
B and Z B as functions of £ they are introduced in the
equations. These buoyancy moments will try to restore the
submarine to the correct position after any perturbation.
B. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF THE SUBMARINE
Axial Force: (' indicates nondimensional)











+ 4- ( x, 6r6r 5 r 2 -f-x, 6s6s 6s2+X, 6b6b 6b2 )
+ £_ (A-|U 2 +A 2UUC+A 3uc 2 )
21
Lateral Force:
m' (v+ur-wp) = fLi (Y , *p+Y' Ar+Y' pq)
2 F £ tJ4
+ S— (Y'wpwp+Y^^ylrl-fuY'j.r+Y'^v+uY'pp)
i
+ 2^ (uY' vv+Y' v;vwv+Y| v | v |v|v)
2











+ L_ (Z ' ypVp+Z
'




+ £_ (uZ' w+Z'^^+Z'v^Z'.^i^lwl^fZ'
|











)qr = |_ (K'^p+K^r+K'qrqr+K'
|p
,|p|p)
+ £_ (K'-v+uK'^fuK'r+K' wp)- I (0.518x0.0635) sintose
21
v F- p £
+ P (uK* v+K'lviv'vlv+K^vw)
2j> 2





I « q+ (I * X-I ' z ) rp = f_ (M'gq+M'^rp^I'^+BDMRP rp)
























I'r+(I' -I' )pq = ^_ (N' 'r+N' •p+N" pq)z y x 2 r P pq









(uN' vv+N' wvwv+N'| v
|
v |v|v)
+ £^ (N' 6r 6r)
2£ z
Kinematic Relations:
<}> = p + \p sin G
6 = q cos <}) - r sin
* r + e sin
i> =
COS 6 COS
These equations are practically the same equations as given
in Refs. 3 and 7. The water density (p) is assumed to be
equal to 2. When the roll angle is very large the equations
must be modified and terms having absolute values must be
included in the equations as indicated in Ref. 3. The
complete notation for all the terms in the equations is
given in Ref. 3, but the basic notation can be found in the
Table of Symbols. Figure 6-1 shows the positive directions
of the axes, angles, linear velocity components, angular




The computer simulation was run for an initial velocity
in the X direction u = 6 knots, and a command speed uc = 6
knots. The length of the submarine was chosen to be £ = 20
feet but it could be any other length. All the deflections
are step functions which naturally is not a very realistic
situation but ramp or any other function can be equally
2
used. The results are shown in Figures 6.2 to 6.12.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The technique developed in the present work is very
general but directed to the solution of the equations of
motion. The computer simulations involve usual maneuvers
as the effects of deflection of rudders , canards or planes,
but more realistic maneuvers can be studied by using sub-
routines or other functions different from the step function.
The equations of motion of surface ships at the present
time do not include cross coupling terms and consequently
the lateral and longitudinal dynamics have to be considered
separately, but when the state of the art reaches the stage
in which hydrodynamic coefficients are available, the
computer program developed here can be used in all its
capacity since it was derived as if these terms were present.
For the time being they are given a value of zero.
Submarines have a more complete mathematical description
and the set of equations given in Refs. 3 and 7 must be
used. They include not only the nonlinear terms and cross
coupling terms, but also some terms obtained empirically
which are not readily obtainable from a standard derivation
of the equations. The inclusion of all the terms in the
computer program can be done when required.
The derivation of the method and the computer simulation
were done with the idea of obtaining a program which can be
used in control studies, then the use of compensators in
feedback or cascade is an easy matter since all the variables
99

and some derivatives are available and the inputs to nodes
are readily seen in the diagrams. Care must be taken in
order to avoid the creation of implicit loops. Full use of
the capabilities of the Continuous System Modeling Program
(CSMP) is available for these types of studies.
Similarly more sophisticated studies can be done and
the use of "MACROS", "PROCEDURE" or subprograms is prescribed
to implement the simulation. The following implementations
are suggested:
A. CONTROL OF THE RUDDER. To obtain a variable rate of
deflection, with time delays.
B. BLOW OF TANKS. To control the blowing of the submarine's
ballast tanks.
C. PROPELLER. To control the velocity of- the ship by
changing the rpm of the propeller.
100
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